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Procurement Department 

ADDENDUM # 1 

To:  File 2008-909-62-5057  
RFP for: Sunshine Plaza Exterior Rehabilitation and HVAC Upgrades 

The following questions are asked: 

Question 1: Is the estimated cost available? 
Answer 1: Our estimated construction cost range is between $1,750,000 and $2,225,000 

Question 2: Please clarify horizontal louver blind specifications (section 12 2113). Part 2 Products 2.01 
Manufacturers calls for Levolor Metal Blinds. 2.02B. calls for 1-1/2" fauxwood slats. Are they  
looking for aluminum miniblinds or fauxwood blinds? The available fauxwood slat sizes are 2" 
and 2-1/2", the specified 1-1/2" is not available. Also, would SWF Contract be an acceptable  
alternative to Levolor for the manufacturer? 

Answer 2: Section 2.01, paragraph A, Item 1. Revise text to say “Levolor or equal; Faux 
Wood blinds” Section 2.02, paragraph B., Item 1. Revise text to say “Width: 2”. 

Question 3: May we get a copy of the site-visit sign in sheet? 
Answer 3: See attached. 

Question 4: We were not able to make the first site visit; will you make a second visit day available? 
Answer 4: A second site visit will be held on September 25 from 9:00 am to 12 Noon. 

Question 5: Please find attached a formal Request for Approval, system overview, product data and 
performance data on the BASF/FINESTONE WALL SYSTEM equal to the system and  
products specified in Section:  092400 – Cement Plastering for the named project. 

Answer 5: Per Section D, Item X. sub item H (Page 23): “Equal”: Catalogs, brand names or 
manufacturer’s references where provided are descriptive only and indicate type and quality 
desired.  Bids on brands of like nature and quality will be considered unless specified 
otherwise. If bidding other than the referenced manufacturer, brand or trade name, Bidder must 
provide a complete description of product offered, and illustrations and must be included in the 
bid submittal.  Failure to include the above referenced data will require Contractor to furnish 
specified brand names, numbers, etc. 

Question 6: Does the condensation line tie into the kitchen sink drain assembly or does it drain to the 
outside? 

Answer 6: Per keyed note #9, connect condensate to tailpiece assembly of sink below. 

By: CharlesRBode   Date: September 22, 2020 

 Charles Bode, Senior Procurement Manager 






